
All Souls Episcopal Church
Conflict Assessment and Recommendations



Mind Set for Our Conversation

Listen with your heart first and your 
head next. 

Be open to the possibilities. 

Recognize your role in this situation.



Objectives of this Session

Process Description 

Observations 

Recommendations and Next Steps



Process for the Conflict Assessment

25 Interviews 

Same questions for everyone 

Document Review 

Analysis



Observations

Three groups in the parish: willing and worried, angry, loud and organized 
and neutral “I just want to go to mass”  

Lack of a clear driving mission the parish will support 

Committee structure is broken - lack of volunteers and Jadon takes over 
the projects Vestry has voted on 

The previous rectors still have influence in multiple ways 

A small group categorically rejects change



Observations

Money is assumed by some to equal power.  Also, this is 
recognized as a negative by those who are currently not in the 
position to give large pledges. 

Lack of role clarity and different perceptions of who has power 
and who should or should not have it



Observations

Gossip problem. And, several people openly talked about each 
others’ comments, violating confidentiality 

People who want Jadon to stay talked about how to “fix” it. 

People who don’t want Jadon to stay, didn’t



Reasons for the Situation

Previous interims did not do the work to grieve previous rectors 
and build up a vision for the parish with a new rector 

Previous rectors still have influence - many of Jadon’s “failings” 
are because he is not like the previous 2 rectors. “He’s not even 
from North Carolina.” 

Long time parishioners do not account for and accept how 
younger people “do” life and church these days



Reasons

Sensitivity to “changes” in the liturgy indicate the potential for lack of 
eucharistic competence 

Personality preferences - high value placed on the past and recreating it in the 
present vs high value placed on the future  and creating it in the present 

Jadon’s style is business-like, no nonsense and sometimes sharp - the 
expectation of some is that he will be warm and fuzzy. Unmet expectation 

Jadon is doing unintentional interim work and that has made some people 
uncomfortable



Recommendations

Prayer and healing - spiritual work is not happening right now 
because of the anger, bitterness and conflict 

Build Eucharistic competence and develop a shared vision of what 
“high church” means today. Accept the rector’s role in the liturgy 

Work on honest communications - behaviors of triangulating, lack 
of transparency, power plays/attacks can be addressed with 
communications tools



Recommendations

Build back trust - trustworthiness = credibility + reliability + 
intimacy, divided by self orientation 

Develop a contemporary vision and mission for the parish that 
people can coalesce around. Recognize that some may leave if 
the vision does not comport with their expectations.



Recommendations

Rebuild the committee structures around the driving mission 

Do some of the “interim” work that should have been done 
before - discuss past rectors, grieve their departure and then 
move on. 



Considerations

Willingness or lack there of in accepting that change is necessary to 
keep the parish alive 

Willingness or lack there of to acknowledge one’s own bad behavior 
and seek forgiveness for it. Willingness to stop bad behaviors. 

Ability and willingness to seek how God can work through All Souls 

A situation with a new rector will be no different than this if the issues 
are not addressed



Next Steps

Present to the Parish (Tomorrow) 

Conversation with Vestry about next steps 

Individual and family work around next steps


